
Regulation on the Annual and Spring Conference 

*Provisional version in English 

 

 

Conference Management 

1. The conference committee is in charge of organizing and managing conferences (both Annual 

and Spring conferences). The conference organization commission appoints conference 

committee 7 or 8 months prior to the conference. 

 

Applications and Proposals 

2. Applications for conference presentation must follow the instruction given by the conference 

committee and should be submitted before the due date.  

 

Presentation Format 

3. Presentations must be in oral or poster presentation format. Oral presentations that have 

similar themes would be grouped into sessions by the conference committee. 

 

Thematic Session  

4. JASID members may propose a thematic session with several related presentations and send 

applications in group. 

 

Acceptance Decision and Notification 

5. Conference program committee, consisted by members of the conference organization 

commission and the conference committee, review proposals and make decisions. The 

conference committee would immediately notify decisions to the applicants.  

 

Paper Submission 

6. If paper presentations or thematic sessions are accepted, the applicants should submit their 

presented papers. These papers must be formatted in the way that the conference committee 

indicates and submitted before the due date. 

 

Multiple Presentations 

7. Each JASID member is entitled to make only one presentation in one conference, if presenting 

as the first author. The member may be named as co-presenters on several papers.  

 

Changing Presentation Contents  

8. It is not allowed to make major revision to the paper after acceptance, except for the changes 

due to research progress. The session chairs may decide whether they accept such changes or 

not.  

 

Presenters Not Showing Up Without Notice 

9. If a presenter is absent without notice, the JASID executive committee may restrict his/her 



presentations in later conferences.  

 

 

Presentations by Grad Students  

10. Grad students may apply for the presentation with recommendation latter from his/her 

advisor. 

 

Presentations by Undergrad Students  

11. Undergrad students may not be accepted as presenters. Students in their 5th or 6th year in 

Schools of Medicine, Dental Science, and Veterinary Medicine may be able to apply if they have 

recommendation from their supervisors who guarantee (a) they are equivalent to grad student; 

and (b) their papers have enough quality to be presented in academic conference. 

 

Eligibility  

12. It is a legitimate right for the JASID members to make presentations in JASID conferences. 

Non-members are not eligible to present, except for the cases described in Articles 13 and 14.  

 

Presentations by Non-Members in Thematic Sessions and Plenary Symposium 

13. The conference program committee may accept presentations by non-members in thematic 

sessions and plenary symposium when their expertises are relevant and necessary. 

 

Co-presenters 

14. All the authors of an accepted paper must be JASID members, regardless of whether they 

actually perform presentation or not. This does not apply when the conference program 

committee approves presentations that include non-member co-presenters. One of such cases 

is when one or more of the authors are from developing countries and have difficulties to hold 

membership status. The conference program committee also takes special consideration when 

grad students would want to co-present with non-members, upon the request of the applicant 

(grad student) or his/her supervisor, based on the relevance of expertise of the non-member(s) 

or the necessity for the student’s educational purpose.  

 

Membership of chairs and commentators  

15. Chairs and commentators of conference sessions should be appointed from JASID members. 

The conference program committee may appoint non-members only if they have relevant and 

necessary expertise.  

 

Appendix  

1. Presentation sessions can include oral presentations, poster presentations, thematic sessions, 

roundtable, grad student sessions, and other sessions that the conference program committee 

approves. The difference of the oral presentation, poster presentation and thematic session is 

based on the presentation format, not the quality.  

 



2. Based on the conference themes, the conference program committee may organize special 

sessions that do not go through review process.  

 

3. Applicants may submit their full papers as presented papers. These should be formatted based 

on the regulation of the JASID journal.  

 


